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HANDMADE

WEDDING CAKES
We have been making Wedding Cakes for nearly 20 years and pride ourselves on a strong sense of tradition,
the high quality of the ingredients we use, and our meticulous attention to detail.
We are passionate about creating spectacular cakes to celebrate who and what you care about.
Our unique cakes are crafted with love by Multi award winning cake designer Keshini.
Our cakes are made with the kind of detail rarely seen nowadays – each individual petal,
leaf or lacework panel is skilfully crafted home by Keshini - a Gold award winning sugar artist and master baker.

5 RE A S O N S TO B U Y YO U R WEDDI NG CAK E FR O M DLUX CAKES
1. We use only the finest ingredients, at our award-winning Craft Bakery.
2. Our cakes contain no artificial preservatives and it is 100% homemade.
3. Every last detail of our handmade cakes has to be perfect – it’s our natural art.
4. Our beautiful cakes are unique to Dlux Cakes, and each can be personalised for you.
5. Relax and look forward to the special day: you can trust us to take care of the rest.

2nd Pl a c e i n I d e a l H o m e
Roya l We d d i n g C a k e C o mp et it io n
2018 - A t O l y m p i a L o n d on
To commemorate the Royal Wedding of Prince
Harry to Meghan Markle, “Ideal Home Show2018” has invited us as professional bakers to
enter the Royal Wedding Cake Competition. The
cake was covered with fondant icing and the
elegant flowers were handmade with sugar paste.
The delicate extensions were made with royal
icing which took hours of patiently crafted skills.
The exquisite Royal crest was hand piped as well
as the crest with two initials.

REGALE ROMANCE

J I G S A W J O VA I L
A simple but elegant design. A distinctive shapes
and refined paint work gives this beautiful cake a
timeless, classic feel. Each tier is covered in gold
fondant icing with the touch of gold dust.
Each shape consists of carefully hand-made
shapes from sugar paste – a painstaking process
that requires great skill, a steady hand and no
small amount of patience.

FLOWERY FLORID
The handmade sugar flowers turn this
understated yet elegant cascade into a
stunning wedding cake. Each flower consists of
individual petals carefully hand-moulded from
sugar paste – a painstaking process that requires
great skill, a steady hand and no small amount
of patience.
The flowers are carefully dusted with colour to
make them look even more realistic. Each tier
is covered in soft icing and trimmed with lace
work for a pretty finish.

R O S E LY R O M A N C E
The handmade sugar roses turn this understated
yet elegant cascade into a stunning wedding
cake. Each rose consists of individual petals
carefully hand-moulded from sugar paste – a
painstaking process that requires great skill, a
steady hand and no small amount of patience.
The handmade sugar leaves are painstakingly
moulded and shaped before being wired
together, and then carefully dusted with a
hint of colour to make them look even more
realistic. Each tier is covered in soft icing and
trimmed with lace work for a pretty finish.

SPRING BLOSSOMS
An understated and elegant design, perfect for
spring weddings or to create a fresh yet timeless
feel. Each tier is covered with soft icing with a
embossed layer on top tier and the middle tier
covered with sugar paste wooden panels.
The blossoms are carefully moulded and
shaped before being wired together, and then
dusted with a hint of colour to make them look
almost real.
The base is trimmed with pink ribbon and
embossed with white fondant icing, which
gives the classic match to the flowers.

COSMOS COURT
The beautiful, realistic cosmos on this elegant
cake add a dramatic finishing touch. Each tier
is covered in soft icing with wooden effect top
tier, embossed effect in middle tier and delicate
hand painted leaves on bottom tier.
To make the cosmos look so life-like, each
petal is individually cut and delicately textured
before being hand-dusted with subtle colour.

PA I N T M Y L O V E
As our family business was found over 20 years
ago, we’re uniquely place to draw on a range of
beautiful cake designs stretching back over
2 generations.
We’re taken inspiration from our chronicles to
produce a unique cake that features several
different styles. Each tier is covered in fondant
icing and intricate artwork is alluringly hand
painted.

RED ROMANCE
The perfect cake if you’re looking for something
unique and simple to which you can add
your own personal finishing touch – such as
decorating with handmade atypical sugar
flowers or fresh cut flowers.
Each tier is covered in soft icing and two of
them are carefully patched with trimmed
honeycomb layers which give an exquisite
look.

LENGA LOVE
Not only does the intricate hand piped pattern
encircling this cake give it a unique look, it has
an extra advantage of matching the bride’s sari
especially on Indian weddings.
The sari design is hand piped with royal icing
from sugar paste – a painstaking process that
requires great skill, a steady hand and no small
amount of patience.

